
REPURPOSING & UP-REPURPOSING & UP-
CYCLING FASHIONCYCLING FASHION



WHAT?WHAT?
Prem Jain Memorial Trust invites you to be a part of Prem Jain Memorial Trust invites you to be a part of Repurposing & Up-cyclingRepurposing & Up-cycling    
fashion CHALLENGEfashion CHALLENGE  
Upcycling is the process of converting old or discarded clothes, house holdUpcycling is the process of converting old or discarded clothes, house hold
items or any materials into something useful and often beautiful. Repurposingitems or any materials into something useful and often beautiful. Repurposing
and Upcycling Challenge is a means to use your hidden creativity and a reminderand Upcycling Challenge is a means to use your hidden creativity and a reminder
to reduce the carbon footprint you are creating on the planet. Let your creativeto reduce the carbon footprint you are creating on the planet. Let your creative
juices flow and rethink and reimagine the old as new —maybe even better than itjuices flow and rethink and reimagine the old as new —maybe even better than it
once was! You don’t have to be a designer or artist, just someone who loves youronce was! You don’t have to be a designer or artist, just someone who loves your
beautiful planet and has a cool and original idea to share, this is your chance tobeautiful planet and has a cool and original idea to share, this is your chance to
do your bit!do your bit!

One person can send in multiple designs, so get going with upcycling andOne person can send in multiple designs, so get going with upcycling and
repurposing!repurposing!  
Explain your design details and sExplain your design details and share the concept as well.hare the concept as well.  
Send “before” and “after” photo of your submissionsSend “before” and “after” photo of your submissions
Be original and break all stereotypesBe original and break all stereotypes  



HOW?HOW?
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mailto:green@premjainmemorialtrust.com
https://premjainmemorialtrust.com/


TOP 3 WINNERS:TOP 3 WINNERS:




